Abstract-A novel nonlinear function parameterization model was proposed for nonlinear adaptive controller design. This approach re-parameterizes the nonlinear function with unknown parameters linearly, which simplifies the adaptive controller design significantly. A recently developed passivity based backstepping controller using a physical compressibility energy function for a chamber hydraulic cylinder was augmented with the parameter adaptation law to achieve trajectory tracking. We experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness of the parameterization model, and the adaptive passive controller produces an accurate trajectory tracking performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronically controlled hydraulic systems have been widely exploited in industry given its high power density from the hydraulic side and its flexibility in control from the electric side. However, the inherent dynamics of the hydraulic system exhibits high nonlinearity dynamics and parameter uncertainty, which is challenging for controller design.
In hydraulic systems, some parameters can be identified off line, such as the hydraulic actuator mass and the cylinder end areas; while others such as bulk modulus, cannot, because they can vary with the operating conditions. In a single rod hydraulic cylinder, the pressure inside the hydraulic chamber is modeled as:
where V (x) is the chamber volume, β(P ) is the fluid bulk modulus, and Q is the net flow entering the fluid chamber. The bulk modulus is affected by temperature, hose compliance, entrained air content and operating pressure, and cannot be identified off-line. One solution to precisely capturing the uncertainties is to introduce parameter adaptation with the control law. Both direct adaptive [1] , and indirect adaptive [2] nonlinear controllers have been investigated rigorously. In direct adaptive controller, all the parameter estimation update laws rely on the tracking error. Due to the lack of guaranteed persistence of excitation (PE) condition, the parameters may not converge to the true values. In comparison, indirect adaptive controllers can return a better parameter estimation. However, since the design of the parameter update laws, and the design of the controllers are separated, control performance relies on parameter convergence which in turn requires the PE condition.
Adaptation becomes more challenging when the unknown parameter appears nonlinearly. Consider for example, 
is assumed to be a known function and β V0 to be the unknown parameter. This however requires that A 1 /V 0 be known. To rigorously deal with the estimate V 0 by considering it in the nonlinear function, Guan and Pan [7] proposed a compensation method by designing a specific Lyapunov function and additional parameters to deal with the parameters that enter nonlinearly. The controller can guarantee a high precision tracking performance at the expense of high computation complexity. In Pan's experiment, there are 5 parameters appear linearly in functions, and 2 parameters appear nonlinearly in functions, Pan's approach requires 15 parameters being adapted.
To overcome the difficulty of high computational cost, we propose a different parameterization approach. Given the particular structure of the nonlinear function with unknown parameters in hydraulic systems, we observe that these functions can be approximated accurately with an affine parameterization with few parameters. For example, treating the same 7 unknown parameters as used in Pan's experiment, if the nonlinear function is approximated using 1st order polynomials, total of 10 parameters are required; using 2nd order polynomials requires 13 parameters. Even if the control law can be linearly parameterized, the unknown parameters may not appear in the derivative of the Lyapunov function in a form that allows direct adaptive algorithm to be designed. By focusing -re-parameterizing the appropriate terms in the Lyapunov function derivative, the approach leads to a clear form for implementing direct parameter adaptation. This approach is applied to a recently developed passivity based nonlinear trajectory tracking controller that uses the natural compressibility energy function [3] to form a passivity based adaptive controller.
In the next section, the dynamics of the hydraulic system will first be presented. The passivity based controller using a natural energy storage function will be presented in section III to achieve trajectory tracking. The direct parameter adaptation law with the new parameterization will be developed in section IV. In section V, experimental validation of the proposed controllers will be presented. Finally, we will present some concluding remarks.
II. DOUBLE CHAMBER HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR MODEL The system being investigated is shown in Fig. 1 . The actuator is driven by a constant pressure source via a 4-way proportional hydraulic valve. The proportional valve has a bandwidth over 50Hz, and the valve dynamic is ignored. On modeling the hydraulic actuator, the friction and the leakage force are lumped into a bounded disturbance term d:
where m is the cylinder mass, x is the cylinder position. A 1 and A 2 are the cylinder end areas. The pressures inside the actuator chambers are modeled based on fluid compressibility:
where V 10 and V 20 are the fluid volumes on the cap side and the rod side of the actuator when x = 0. The flow entering and leaving the actuator is determined by the chamber pressure and the opening of the throttling valve following the orifice equation:
where C d = 0.62 is the orifice discharge coefficient for the proportional valve. A max is the maximum valve opening area. ρ is the fluid density, P s is the supply pressure, and P t is the tank pressure.
III. PASSIVITY BASED CONTROLLER USING A NATURAL ENERGY FUNCTION
The control objective is for the actuator position x(t) to track a trajectory x d (t). The controller design includes two steps. Firstly, we will develop a desired compensation control law (DCCL) [8] for cylinder trajectory tracking from the mechanical side. Secondly, an h(·) will be proposed to model a natural pressure error based compressible energy storage function for two chamber single rod hydraulic actuator.
A. Trajectory tracking using a DCCL controller
... x d (t) are available and smooth. Following the typical mechanical robot motion controller design procedure, a DCCL controller was developed to accomplish cylinder position tracking. Let e = x − x d , and define the reference velocity and the reference velocity error:
with λ > 0, the dynamic of e v becomes:
where F H has the dynamic of:
Assuming β 1 = β 2 = β, the force dynamic becomes:
Consider a Lyapunov function W mech :
with the ideal hydraulic force F v :
DefineF = F −F v , the time derivativeẆ mech becomes:
B. Natural Pressure Error Storage Function for Single End Hydraulic Actuator
The summary of a recently developed storage function for pressure error is presented here. It is an extension of the single chamber case in [3] 1 . Let the monotonic function h : → be:
Let F H = A 1 P 1 − A 2 P 2 and x be current actuator force and position, and F v is the desired actuator force. Define x d andx from:
Consider now the pressure error storage function:
which is derived using the fluid compressibility energy in both chambers. Recall the definitions in Eqn. (6) and Eqn. (10), then:
From the mean value theorem, there exists α
where L(σ) = dh(σ)/dσ. Hence,
Theorem 1: For a double chamber single end hydraulic actuator with its actuator dynamics defined in 1 The full exposition was presented in a recent course [4] and will be explained and presented in full in future manuscript.
Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3) . Let the position, velocity and the force errors be:
with λ, λ 3 > 0. If no disturbance exists, i.e. d = 0, the tracking errors e, e v , andF will converge to zero exponentially. If d = 0, but d < σ, for sufficiently large gains, the tracking errors can converge to arbitrarily small. Proof: Define an energy Lyapunov function:
With the control law in Eqn. (19),Ẇ total becomes:
, and λ 3 = λ 31 + λ 32 . Given L being continuous and smooth on (x, x f d ), the following relationship holds:
(22) Selecting λ 32 to be greater than the upper bound of γ F , W total becomes:
The Lyapunov function W total is positive defined in e, e v , andP , while the time derivativeẆ total is negative defined in e, e v , andP . Therefore, the tracking errors e, e v , andP will go to zero exponentially.
For |d| < δ, recall Eqn. (20) and Eqn. (21), we have:
Select the feedback gains as λ 3 ≥ λ β and K v > λ · m:
W total,0 denotes W total when t = 0. Selecting K v large enough, as time goes to infinity, W total can decay to be arbitrarily small exponentially.
IV. DIRECT ADAPTIVE PASSIVE BACKSTEPPING CONTROLLER
In this section, the controller derived in Eqn. (19) is adopted with the parameter adaptation. The uncertain parameters include: the actuator mass m, the carrying load F L , the fluid bulk modulus β, and the initial fluid volume when x = 0, V 10 and V 20 .
For m and F L , the estimation errors are defined as:
Recall the virtual control input F v defined in Eqn. (10), in the adaptive controller, this term becomes:
Recall the control effort defined as in Eqn. (19):
When V 10 , V 20 , and β are unknown, introduce two variables:
,γ =γ − γ and α(x) = 1 βL(x) ,α =α − α. The ideal control law without unknown parameters becomes:
and the control law being implemented becomes:
The initial try parameterized the function α γ linearly, and the parameter errors cannot appear in the Lyapunov function in a form that allows a direct adaptive algorithm. With our current model, where α and γ are treated separately, a direct adaptive algorithm can be designed. Next, we evaluate (Ẇ F + e vF ) by plugging the control law Eqn. (27):
Investigate the term W residual in detail:
with p 1 , p 2 and p 3 defined as:
Recall the relationship betweenL andF as defined in Eqn (22),LF is bounded by a quadratic term inF :
Since p 1 , p 2 and p 3 are all bounded, the following relationship holds:
Notice that γ, α are positive, selecting u rob = −K robF , and
(30) With this relationship,Ẇ F becomes:
Recall the nonlinear functions with unknown parameters α(x), and γ(t, x):
(33) with unknown constant parameters V 10 , V 20 and β.
In typical applications, the moving range of the actuator is bounded. is selected so that when x = 20cm, the volume on the rod side 8.5cc, which is very small. Although α(x), γ 1 (t, x), and γ 2 (t, x) are nonlinear functions in x, bounding x makes it feasible to approximate the nonlinear functions linearly. Take α(x) as an example (in Fig. 2 ). The nonlinear function can be reparameterized as:
where f i (x) can be any function that is measurable, and θ i are constant coefficients to be adapted. Given a nonlinear function f (x). the selection of the basis function f i (x) will affect the number of basis function required. When the initial volumes are large, α(x), γ 1 (x), and γ 2 (x) can re-parameterized using 1st order lines. When the initial volume is small, high order polynomials are required to maintain the accuracy. In electro-hydraulic single end actuator control problem, given the particular nonlinear function structure, a second order polynomial can cover all different initial volume combinations. Therefore, α(x), γ 1 (x), and γ 2 (x) are parameterized as:
Theorem 2: For a double chamber single end hydraulic actuator with its actuator displacement x and pressure P dynamics defined in Eqn. (2)(3). Propose a control law as:
And the parameter adaptation laws as:
with Γ m , Γ F L , Γ 0 , Γ 1 , and Γ 2 being positive. The position tracking error e = x − r will converge to zero exponentially, when d = 0; and e will converge to arbitrarily small exponentially, when d is bounded. Proof: Propose a Lyapunov function as:
. Plugging in the control law and the parameter adaptation laws defined in Eqn.(37)(38):
Since W total,adp is positive definite andẆ total,adp is semi-negative definite. The tracking errors will converge to 0 exponentially when d = 0; and to arbitrarily small when |d| < inf by selecting K v large enough.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The passive controllers with and without parameter adaptation laws were implemented experimentally. The experiment apparatus is a backhoe powered by a constant pressure source. The backhoe consists of three linear hydraulic actuators controlled via Vickers KBFDG4V-5 series proportional valves, as shown in Fig. 3 . Without loss of generality, the stick cylinder was selected to be controlled. The boom and the bucket actuator were locked in a fixed position. The kinematic The trajectory being tracked is a filtered trapezoid, which corresponds to a full stroke traveling of 10cm within 1.25sec. The tracking comparison was presented in Fig. 4 . the feedback gains were tuned to the best of our efforts. The adaptive passive controller produces a smaller tracking error. The parameter adaptation results are shown in Fig.  5 . Although the carrying load F L was assumed to be a constant, F L actually varies with the actuator position. By properly designing the adaptation gain Γ F L , the estimate of F L can follow change quickly. The parameters associated with γ(t, x) and α(x) did not converge for some of the parameters. This is due to the fact that the carrying load is slowly varying instead of being a constant.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an approach for adaptive control when the unknown parameters appear nonlinearly. The nonlinear functions were approximated with polynomials in a way so that the parameters can be adapted using a direct adaptive algorithm. A passivity based controller was augmented with the proposed parameter adaptation to control the motion of a hydraulic actuator. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
